
APRALO webinar with APNIC 14.08.12 AC Chat
  Gisella Gruber:Welcome to the APRALO Webinar with APNIC on Policy Development Capacity Building on Tuesday 12 August 2014 at 0500 UTC
  Gisella Gruber:Agenda: https://community.icann.org/x/1cDhAg
  Gisella Gruber:Welcome Adam
  Adam Gosling (APNIC):Hello I am here and can hear you, it's not my usual setup and I'm just trying to make the microphone work
  Siranush Vardanyan:Hi, Adam, welcome
  Maureen Hilyard:Hi Adam.. Glad to have you with us this evening
  Yasuichi Kitamura (ISOC-JP):hello, all
  Yasuichi Kitamura (ISOC-JP):thank you
  Gunela Astbrink:Hi Everyone
  Siranush Vardanyan:hi, Gunela
  Maureen Hilyard:Hi Satish.. you had a very busy APrIGF.. it was great
  Maureen Hilyard:from a distance..
  Siranush Vardanyan:+1 Maureen to Satish:)
  Maureen Hilyard:I was sick in the first couple of days so I made the most of the last couple.. :)
  Adam Gosling (APNIC):Hello All. I hope you find this useful
  Holly Raiche:I am sure we will
  Satish Babu:Hi Maureen and Sirik, APrIGF went off well...
  Gisella Gruber:@ All- please state your names when speaking for transcript and to allow the Chinese interpreter to identify you on the Chinese language 
channel
  Pavan Budhrani:hi all!
  Gisella Gruber:and to speak at a reasonable speed
  Siranush Vardanyan:I like Policy Dude :)
  Maureen Hilyard:I like it too..
  Yasuichi Kitamura (ISOC-JP):the sound is not stable here. this is happening just with me?
  Yasuichi Kitamura (ISOC-JP):hum, the chat loop back is slow. maybe this is happening just with me.
  Yasuichi Kitamura (ISOC-JP):sorry for bothering you.
  Gisella Gruber:Yasuichi - sound very good for me
  Gisella Gruber:Do you have a contact number - we can dial-out to you if you wish
  Yasuichi Kitamura (ISOC-JP):thank you. maybe my side problem, i think.
  Satish Babu:audio is good for me too (India)
  Holly Raiche:Finally - we are in the centre!
  Yasuichi Kitamura (ISOC-JP):hum, it's becoming better.
  Maureen Hilyard:audio OK in Pacific
  Yasuichi Kitamura (ISOC-JP):i can stand for this.
  Satish Babu::-) +1 Holly
  Holly Raiche:I can read it (barely)
  Gisella Gruber:The Presentation is available on the agenda page
  Holly Raiche:Thanks Gisella
  Maureen Hilyard:PICISOC and CIIAG were recipients of ISIF Grants in 2014 - for technical projects - one a mobile app and another  to do with improving 
internet speed
  Maureen Hilyard:APNIC provides  PacINET with huge support  each year - brilliant staff
  Gunela Astbrink:Yes, fine
  Holly Raiche:You'ree fine
  Maureen Hilyard:Don't look at the slide Holly... THAT word is there
  Holly Raiche:Closed eyes!
  Siranush Vardanyan::))
  Siranush Vardanyan:my line dropped
  Siranush Vardanyan:out
  Siranush Vardanyan:thanks, I am in again
  Maureen Hilyard:Similar to ALAC participation and consensus decision making
  Siranush Vardanyan:exactly, Maureen, just wanted to mention this:)
  Siranush Vardanyan:and also similar to what is the meaning of consensus in APRALO, "rough consensus"
  Siranush Vardanyan:which is equal to "general agreement"
  Rinalia Abdul Rahim:Siranush/Holly, pls ask for me as your audio is clear -- Questions: (1) How many members served by APNIC? (2) How long on 
average do global policies take from development/proposal, consensus to implementation? (3) What is an example of a PDP problem statement (roughly)? 
(4) SIG Chairs oversee all policy development over a certain period of time or designated by issue/topic?
  Siranush Vardanyan:will ask, Rinalia
  Rinalia Abdul Rahim:Thanks!
  Maureen Hilyard:Thank you Adam.. that was a really interesting session
  Gisella Gruber:Interpretation can continue for a few more minutes
  Gisella Gruber:Please do have the Q&A
  Rinalia Abdul Rahim:Adam answered the questions already, Siranush.
  Holly Raiche:Adam answered the questions
  Siranush Vardanyan:ok:) sorry, didn't see the chat space
  Maureen Hilyard:It is an interesting question to get a view of the IANA Transition from a practical perspective.. what other impacts will change at that level 
have at APNIC policy development level.
  Rinalia Abdul Rahim:What is the APNIC plan on community consultation over IANA Transition (if any)?
  Holly Raiche:Giseall - could we have the presentation posted please
  Siranush Vardanyan:it will be, Holly
  Rinalia Abdul Rahim:.net/IANAxfer
  Maureen Hilyard:The presentation is on the meeting page on community.icann.org
  Maureen Hilyard:Thank you Adam..
  Gunela Astbrink:I have to go. Thank you, Adam for a comprehensive overview
  Rinalia Abdul Rahim:Thanks, Adam!
  Satish Babu:Thanks Adam!
  Adam Gosling (APNIC):thank you all for listening
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  Siranush Vardanyan:Thanks, Adam
  Siranush Vardanyan:and bye all
  Siranush Vardanyan:Gisella, please, send the recording to the list, or you can send it to me and I will compile a general e-mail to our members
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